Cairo
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Secretary of State,
Washington.

2015, December 24, 5 p.m. (SECTION ONE)

My 1935, December 10, 2 p.m.

The following was characteristic comment in
the Arabic broadcasts of Berlin and Bari during the
period: December 8 to 22: Berlin.

One. More emphasis was placed than usual on
factual presentation of the news, particularly
British and American reverses in the Far East as
reported by Japanese sources. Typical comment
"acting under Jewish orders and influence President
Roosevelt bears upon his shoulders the responsibility
for this war. Churchill is his partner in crime and
Japan by her successes in the Pacific is avenging the
Arab cause against the British tyranny and oppression".

"Two. The KUFTI had a conference with Hitler
and Ribbentrop in the course of which matters of
great importance to the future of the Arab world
were discussed. The Fuehrer has always supported
the Arab cause and deplored the vicissitudes
suffered
suffered by the Arabs at the hands of the British and the Jews. A further token of the respect of the Fuehrer for the Kufti and the cause he represents was furnished by the Kufti's being given a place of honor on the occasion of the delivery of Hitler's speech of December 11.
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Three. Despite heavy losses in Libya the British have failed to achieve their objectives. In any event "the War will not be settled on the sands of Libya".

Four. The Germans are taking new positions for the winter in Russia but retain complete supremacy. In the winters of 1939 and 1940 the Germans also went into winter quarters but in the following springs achieved great victories. The spring of 1942 will witness even greater German achievements.

Five. Bullitt "the Jewish spy" came to Cairo ostensibly to discuss aid to the British but actually to plot with Littleton against the Arabs.

Six. "Roosevelt the war-monger has ordered his servant Churchill to come to him. Churchill has done as his master and has gone to the White House which is full of Jews. The type of conversations which will
which will take place is known already. The Arabs know that the Atlantic meeting resulted in the occupation of Syria and Moslem Iraq after which no more was heard of the determination to save oppressed and weak nations."

Barl:

One. Like Berlin featured news reports from the Far East from Japanese sources. Typical comment: "The Tripartite powers are fighting against the Anglo-Saxon plutocrats, the Jews and the Bolsheviks and are therefore fighting for the Arab cause."

Two. The Fuhrer's December 11 speech was greatly appreciated in Arab centers and particularly at Tétouan and Tunis.

Three. Best wishes extended to Princess Fatia, sister of King Farouk, on her birthday. In reporting the departure of Egyptian pilgrims Egypt was referred to as "the chief and Islamic country and the cradle of pan-Islam."

Four. The British were planning to attack Afghanistan when their plans were frustrated by the outbreak of war in the Pacific.

Five.
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FIVE. By concluding a bogus treaty with Iran, the British are endeavoring to give an appearance of legal validity to their occupation of the country.

SIX. The Royal Air Force has been attempting to intimidate the Iraqis by bombing the civilian population.

SEVEN. Bullitt came to Cairo to arrange with Littleton the turning over to the Jews of the agricultural land of the Arabs who are to be driven from the Mediterranean coast to the barren desert. The Egyptian Government was compelled to extend hospitality to Bullitt but when it asked for American aid in supplying needed foodstuffs to Egypt Bullitt refused. (END OF MESSAGE)
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